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Welcome to your Assure.
At Acticheck we believe life should be lived with confidence.

Living with confidence means knowing even when you are out of immediate touch 
you can call for help if you need it.

This is true for solo sports people, lone workers, solo seniors and those who might 
feel vulnerable travelling alone.

The Assure system gives you a comfortable stylish smartband that connects you to 
your personal network. As it is water resistant and never needs recharging it will be 
with you if you need it, however you live your life.

As well as giving you the option to easily and discretely summon help we are 
looking out for falls and unusual biometric readings; the wellness check asks you 
to respond that you are OK at times you choose. Additionally other people can 
monitor your wellbeing remotely so there is peace of mind all round.

The rest of this guide will tell you in detail how to install your Assure, more about the 
functions and how you can tailor them to fit your life.

We hope The Assure helps you live with confidence.

Karl Gibbs 
Founder
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Overview
The Acticheck AssureTM is a revolutionary ‘fit & forget’ smart band that continuously 
monitors your wellbeing & connects you to help whenever and wherever you may need 
it. Comprising of a lightweight smart band, base unit and an optional smartphone 
app and a website; the system will detect if you are in need of assistance and will 
automatically summon help from your pre-selected ‘responders’. It has a one year 
battery life so never needs recharging and is water resistant and shockproof. As the 
Assure is always with you, you will have peace of mind no matter wherever you go.

In order to begin protecting you, the system needs to be set up as explained in this 
user guide.

Your system

The Assure base
The Assure base passes messages from your band to the outside world and has 
excellent home and garden coverage. It has been designed for reliability of service, 
simplicity of use and elegance of design.

SocketsButtons Lights

Internet (RJ45)

Front Back

Power (mini USB)
Volume down

Volume up

Internet connect
Band connect

Warning
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Setting up your base and band

You will need access to the internet for this.

Positioning your base 
Your base comes with two 1.8m cables. One is a blue internet connection cable (RJ45) 
and this needs one end to connect your internet router and the other into the back of 
your Assure base.

The other is a power/charging (mini-USB) cable. If there is a spare USB socket on your 
internet router this should be plugged in there, otherwise it will need to plug in via the 
Power Supply Unit (provided, see page 9) into a wall socket.

You should find a position in which both cables can be easily connected and where the 
Assure base is at least 30cm away from the router.

To help with this the Assure base is designed to be used in either an upright or flat 
position (see below).

Your Assure base can be set to make sounds when an incident occurs. This can be 
configured in your account at myacticheck.com.
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Setting up your Power Supply Unit
Your Power Supply Unit works anywhere in the world and so comes with four adapters. 
You will need to fit the 3-pin UK adapter as shown.

Once your adapter is fitted, push in the USB cable (as shown) and plug into a standard 
3-pin socket.

ClickInsert
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Connecting your base 
Plug one end of your blue internet connection cable into a spare socket on your 
internet router and the other into the socket on the back of your Assure base. Now 
plug the small end of your charging cable into the mini USB socket on the back of your 
Assure base.

Plug the larger end into the USB socket on your internet router or the wall plug (and 
plug in the wall plug). The ‘Internet connect’ light on your Assure base should be active 
and will remain constantly lit when connected.

Registering your base 
Your base is now linked to the Assure system but needs to be linked specifically to your 
account. If you registered at the time of purchase you will have received an e-mail with 
a link to help you complete your set-up.

If you didn’t register at the time of purchase you should visit www.myacticheck.com 
and register a new account. If this is your first visit you will be invited to enter the code 
for your base. If you already have an account you will need to log in and click on My 
bases and then on ‘Add base’. Your 12 character code can be found on both the side of 
the package and the underside of your Assure base. Once logged in please keep this 
window open as myacticheck.com will guide you through the rest of the set-up.

Sockets

Power (mini USB) Internet (RJ45)
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Pairing your band to a base 
IMPORTANT: When Pairing your band to the base for the first time it should NOT be 
worn and the back of the band should not be next to any skin.

Initiating pairing
Pairing to a base for the first time
When a base is first registered it will listen for a band to be paired with it.

It will default to pairing mode as indicted by a flashing BAND light. On screen 
instructions will guide you through this process.

Subsequent pairing to a base (BAND light not flashing)
Once a base has been registered and paired with a band it will only pair if specifically 
asked to do so. To pair a band to such a base press and hold the VOLUME DOWN 
button until the BAND light starts to flash. This shows that the base is waiting for 60 
seconds to pair with a new band.

Completing pairing
IMPORTANT: Once started this process must be allowed to complete with the band 
close to the base. Do not walk away with the band until the lights show solidly to signify 
the end of the process.

Now hold your band and press a single button close to the base (within 2m). The base 
INTERNET and BAND  lights will alternate  and the on screen installation process will 
require you to confirm the pairing. Once confirmed, both the INTERNET and the BAND 
lights should now show solidly.
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Adding Responders to your network 
It is important that the Assure system knows who you would like to be contacted in the 
event of an alert. Visit your portal at myacticheck.com and click on ‘my responders’.

When you click on ‘add a new responder’ you will be invited to add key information 
for the Assure system to send them an invitation. You might like to confirm with them 
personally before asking our automated system to invite them.

We will not ask anyone to respond to an alert who has not confirmed their willingness 
to be a responder.

Those responders who you mark as ‘Administrators’ will be able to see and manage 
your account, though your ‘In case of emergency’ information remains hidden.

Please note that the information on how to access your property in the case of an 
emergency will be encrypted (scrambled) and can only seen when an alert is raised

This means that even when someone has access to your account they cannot see this 
information. However, you can overwrite it at any time.

IMPORTANT: Once 
you have set up 
your system and 
understand how the 
band works you must 
perform a range test 
to ensure you have 
adequate coverage 
(see page 22).
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Fitting your Assure band
Your comfort is important to us and so is your wellbeing. To ensure this we need to 
know when the Assure band is being worn. The Assure uses capacitive sensing, similar 
to that on a touchscreen, which relies on proximity to skin.

Whilst the user initiated alert is always active none of the other functions will work 
reliably if the band is not being worn next to the skin. The band should be both snug 
and comfortable..

Note the band can be worn on either wrist and is made from medical grade silicone.
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To fasten the Assure you should

·  Rest your band upside down and with the holes facing away from you. Rest the top 
of your wrist against the orange segment. Pull the holes towards you and then wrap 
the other end over the top. Identify a suitable hole for the mushroom to fasten in and 
placing one finger behind, gently push through with thumb.

·  To release gently push the mushroom out with a finger from behind.
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Using your Assure smartband
The Assure band is your link to others when you need it. It links to the Assure base 
station at home, work or to a smartphone running the Acticheck app when out 
& about. The smartband knows when it is being worn and is always monitoring 
movement; it also periodically reports on movement and gives you the ability to 
summon help by squeezing the buttons on either side at any time.

When the smartband buzzes on the wrist it is requesting confirmation of wellness 
which is achieved by a ‘single button press’ on the band (see next page).

Basic user instructions
Essentially there are two things the 
wearer needs to know. If you want help 
squeeze the band (press both buttons). 
If the band buzzes and you don’t want 
help press a single button.

The squeeze
Place a thumb on a button on one side 
and forefinger on the other and gently 
squeeze together until you are aware of 
a click.
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The single button press 

The wellness confirmation 
and alert cancel
Place first and second finger against 
the outer edges of the puck on one 
side. This will hold the wristband  
stable as the button is pressed. It does 
not make any difference which button 
is pressed as long as they are not 
both pressed together.

Then press thumb against the button 
on the other side and gently push 
towards the gap between your 
first and second fingers. You should 
become aware of a gentle click when 
the button has been pressed.

The single button press can be used 
as a confirmation of wellbeing or to 
cancel an alert.
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Understanding your alerts
Your Assure system has four different alert triggers to cover an array or eventualities.

User initiated
A simple squeeze of the band initiates an alert.

Biometric snapshot
Periodically a snapshot report is sent checking the band is being worn and enabling 
unusual movement patterns to trigger an alert.

Unusual activity
The Assure system is always ‘listening’ for a movement that could be a fall and 
analysing whether there is ‘normal’ movement afterwards.

IMPORTANT: Though the band is learning from the wearer, the physical action of a 
fall is difficult to discern simply through the movement of person’s wrist. The Assure 
may trigger the pre-alert sequence as a consideration of trying to minimise the risk of 
missing a fall or collapse.

Wellness check
The Assure band can be set to buzz at selected times each day. This is asking the 
wearer to confirm that they do not need assistance, with a ‘single button press’. The 
band will buzz three times over a few minutes. If there is no positive response an alert 
sequence will start.

IMPORTANT: This function can only work when the band has connectivity through 
a base station or smartphone and should not be used as the sole mechanism for 
remembering medicines. A wellness check should be scheduled at least 20 minutes in 
advance, and while the band can be set to buzz more than once a day the stated one 
year battery life would be reduced.

There is an option to be notified by text or email if the wellness check is  
undeliverable (for instance the wearer is out of range).
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System sounds
Your Assure base is programmed to make sounds to let you know when it is in a pre-
alert state and when it is raising an alert. These can be set in the ‘My Base’ section of 
your portal.

Volume
You can set the volume either in the portal or by repeatedly pressing using the VOL UP 
and VOL DOWN buttons on the base. The volume set by the buttons is only active if the 
portal is set to ‘Set using buttons on base’ which is achieved by moving the slider in ‘my 
base’ to the far left.  
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Range testing
It is important you have confidence that the Assure covers the area you need it. The 
Assure is built to the highest standards however performance will be affected by many 
factors beyond our control.

You are advised to test the Assure by going further away (such as the end of the 
garden) or to places where the signal might be poor (such as a garage or cellar).

During the test the Assure band should be worn and the base must be connected to the 
internet.

The test involves squeezing the band and waiting up to 5 seconds for the band to buzz, 
which should then be cancelled by a single button press - unless you really do want to 
call for help.

The band buzzing demonstrates that the message has got to the system and back 
(i.e. everything is working well). The lack of a buzz would mean that you might want to 
reposition your Assure base.
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Airplane mode 
Airplane mode is when your band is told not to make any transmissions. 

To activate airplane mode:
1. Turn your band so it’s is facing downwards. 

2.  Press and hold a single button until you feel a short buzz (blip) after around  
7 seconds. 

3. Release and repress the button within 2 seconds. 

You should now feel 3 short buzzes confirming the band is in airplane mode.

To deactivate (return to normal function) 
1. Squeeze the band

If you are within range of a paired base or smartphone this will initiate a pre-alert 
check and your band will buzz. Simply press one button to confirm you do not 
need help.
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Water resistance
The Assure is designed to be water resistant and to surpass ISO 2281. This means it is 
suitable for day to day wear including washing, showering and bathing. However if you 
are active in swimming or watersports which may involve submersion deeper than 1m 
you are advised to remove the Assure for the duration of the activity.

Go anywhere
A smartphone app is being developed and wil be available for some phones in Autumn 
2015. This means that all the benefits of the Assure can go wherever you go. For Go 
Anywhere to be effective we will need to send a link to a map of your location via 
e-mail. This means we can only alert responders who have given an e-mail address.

Visit Go Anywhere at acticheck.com/forum to find out the latest. 

NFC and public profile
Near Field Communications (NFC) is a global standard which we have incorporated 
with each user having a personal webpage, if they choose to use it. NFC enabled 
devices such as smartphones can be sent to this web address by simply touching 
against the face of the band. 

For you: This will take you to a page where you can login quickly to see or alter your 
settings.

If you enable your public profile page we will also publish the information you ask us to. 
This will mean that if someone finds you and touches an NFC enabled device against 
your Assure you can tell them vital information that might help them to get you the 
right treatment. 
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Troubleshooting

Base light diagnostics

ALL LIGHTS OFF
No power. Check that the cables are all connected correctly and the power is on.

BAND CONNECT light

·  ON - normal operation 

·  FLASHING - base is in pairing mode - See pairing on page 12

·  OFF - No band communication (note this may occur if the band has gone out of or 
recently come back into range. A single button press will cause the light to turn back 
ON)

INTERNET CONNECT light

·  ON - normal operation 

·  OFF - no communication with Acticheck system (see attention light below)
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ATTENTION light

·  OFF - normal operation 

Attention light ON or FLASHING and Internet connect light ON 

·  ON: Base is not yet registered at myacticheck.com  
(see page 10)

Attention light ON or FLASHING and Internet connect light OFF 

There is no internet connection.

First check for a GREEN light by the INTERNET SOCKET on the back of the base. 

·  If the green light is OFF then check that the internet router is ON and the internet 
cable is securely connected at both ends. 

·  If the light is ON there are two possibilities:

       That your router has lost internet connectivity (an active connection is normally 
indicated by a light marked INTERNET or a TICK). 

       Your internet router is not configured to support DHCP.

·  If you have a router based issue you should follow your ISP’s guidance for correction.
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Customer service
There is comprehensive online help available at www.acticheck.com/forum 
A telephone helpline is available  9:00 - 18:00 on weekdays and 9:00 - 12:00 on 
Saturdays on 0345 25 75 080 (a loCall cost number)

RETURNS
If you are not 100% satisfied with your purchase, Acticheck offer a full refund on your 
purchase within 30 days of receipt.  

The package must be returned in ‘as new’ condition in the original packaging with all 
of the components; the base or band must not have been registered at myacticheck.
com. The buyer must pay for return postage. 

To return a product please email us at returns@acticheck.com with the date of 
purchase, the buyers address and phone number. We will authorize the return and 
send you instructions including your Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number. 
Acticheck will refund the buyer within 14 days of receiving the system via the method 
used to purchase. 

This stated policy does not affect your statutory rights.

WARRANTY AND FAULTY GOODS 
Acticheck offers a full one-year limited warranty on the Assure system. If within one year 
of receiving your Assure system, it is not functioning as described, or any defects in the 
materials or manufacturing are detected, Acticheck will either repair or replace faulty 
goods within a reasonable time period and without causing you significant inconvenience. 

To return a faulty product please email Acticheck at support@acticheck.com with 
the date of purchase, the buyers address and phone number. We will then send you 
instructions on how to return the Assure along with a Return Merchandise Authorization 
(RMA) number. 

Terms & conditions
The latest Terms & Conditions are available by visiting www.acticheck.com/
conditionsofuse
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System Requirements
Power - The base requires a 5V USB power source capable of supplying 200mA. 
Typical power consumption is 1W which amounts to less than 10KWh over a year 
(about £1 at typical electricity rates)

Connectivity - 10/100 Ethernet via RJ45

Network - Support for DHCP and DNS

Operating Frequency
The Assure uses the following frequency bands.

The Social Alarms section of the 869 MHz ISM band.

The Bluetooth Low Energy section of the 2.4 GHz ISM band.
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EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Unique Reference No: UPC/0634211894518/AA

Certifying Organization:  Acticheck Ltd 
 18 Hill Street 
 Saffron Walden 
 CB10 1JD 
 Essex 
 United Kingdom

Product Description: Continuously monitoring personal alert system

Type Name:  Assure

Notes: ethernet only 

We, Acticheck Ltd, declare under our sole responsibility that the above named product(s) conform 
to the essential requirements of the following European directives:

2011/65/EU RoHS2, and 1999/5/EC Radio & Telecommunications Terminal Equipment (R&TTE). The 
conformity assessment procedures has been carried out with dB Technology, Twentypence Road, 
Cottenham, Cambridge, CB24 8PS, UK.

Applied Standards EN 300 220-2 v2.4.1 
 EN 301 489-1

The Product Safety Assessment was carried out with Planned Finish Ltd, 54 King Street,Rampton, 
Cambridge, CB24 8QD, UK

Applied Standard  EN 60950-1:2006 + A2: 2013

The Technical Construction File, relevant to the product described above and which support this 
DoC, is available from the address stated above.

Signed for and on behalf of Acticheck Ltd.

Mark Marsden 
Technical Director 
30 July 2015
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